
Bravura Pass Plus
With Bravura Pass Plus, you can deliver a password-free user experience
and respond to security breaches with lightning speed. This solution
provides users instantaneous access to securely vaulted passwords and
enables IT teams to perform organization-wide password refreshes as
needed. Such capabilities dramatically minimize the risk of lockouts and
ensure uninterrupted business operations under all conditions. Additionally,
the powerful Password Risk Dashboard acts as your command center,
offering crucial identity analytics to fortify compliance strategies and
enhance overall cyber defense.

User Empowerment Through Simplified Access  
Bravura Pass Plus offers a password-free user experience by securely
storing credentials and automating password management, thereby
reducing the cognitive burden on users, and decreasing the likelihood of
security breaches due to password fatigue. Features like autofill and
automated password updates eliminate the need for users to remember
complex passwords, simplifying access while maintaining security. 

Breach Recovery and Rapid Response 
Bravura Pass Plus enables rapid recovery from breaches with its one-click
re-secure feature, providing instantaneous reset and redeployment of user
credentials, minimizing downtime. The rapid response aids in maintaining
operational continuity, ensuring that businesses can swiftly recover from
threats with minimal interruption to workflow. 

Centralized Control and Risk Mitigation 
Centralized control within Bravura Pass Plus enables IT teams to efficiently
manage password risks and mitigate potential threats with robust
governance tools. Implementing automated password management across
the organization ensures consistent security practices and reduces human
error, the primary cause of password-related breaches. 

Compliance and Enhanced Security Measures 
Bravura Pass Plus reduces reliance on traditional passwords, frequently
targeted by cybercriminals, and enhances compliance and security with
robust defenses against unauthorized access. Additionally, it ensures
adherence to regulatory standards, equipping companies with an audit-
ready system that withstands scrutiny and protects against credential-
based attacks.

Bravura Pass Plus is an innovative new password management
solution that delivers empowering password-free user experiences,
instant breach recovery, lockout prevention, and powerful, analytics-
driven compliance. 

DATA SHEET BEST-IN-CLASS SOLUTIONS.
ONE MODULAR SECURITY
FABRIC.

Bravura Pass
Make login security processes and
credential management seamless
and secure for passwords, tokens,
smart cards, and biometrics. Auto-
rotate passwords for all users
without interrupting their logins.

Bravura Safe
Beyond SSO and privilege, securely
empower users to manage and vault
decentralized secrets and
passwords. Auto-rotated credentials
are safely under lock and key for
seamless user access.

Bravura Cloud
IGA planning simplified. Confidently
refine identity management policies,
ensuring alignment with dynamic
environments. More than a tool, it’s
a strategic partner in maintaining a
secure, efficient, and compliant
organization. 

Bravura Security Fabric
Draw on decades of experience
from a well-respected leader.
Strengthen security, manage
identities and lower IT costs with the
only converged solution for identity
access management, password
governance, and privileged access
management.



Get Started Quickly with Bravura Pass Plus 
Experience a swift and standardized deployment, bringing our cutting-edge solutions online within just a few weeks. This rapid
implementation not only accelerates your time to value but also ensures you quickly harness the full potential of your investment. 

Our team collaborates with you to collect all necessary details to configure your baseline deployment, tailored to your
organizational environment. Once deployed, you have full control of your solution. Comprehensive online guides and
documentation are available to help you effectively manage and maintain Pass Plus. 

Technical Specifications 
The standard Bravura Pass Plus deployment includes the following to get you started: 

Bootstrapped Pass Plus SaaS solution for orchestrating, synchronizing, and auditing end user password rotation
Integration with up to two user directories (AD, LDAP, or Entra ID) for user identities and password management
Email support for administrative and end user email notifications 
Choice of MFA (Multi Factor Authentication) for logging in to Pass Plus: SAML, Bravura OneAuth, or Email OTP 
Assisted reset user verification: Push-based verification using Bravura OneAuth, Okta, Duo, or Microsoft Authenticator 

Expand Capabilities Through Extensive Integrations
Consider enhancing your Bravura Pass Plus solution with optional expert services or self-implementation. Add tailored
integrations that extend password management capabilities and enrich analytics to meet your specific business needs. The
platform can be extended via:

A comprehensive ecosystem of target system connectors 
A powerful GraphQL API for analytics and reporting in third party solutions
Plus a comprehensive set of other built-in features just waiting to be activated!
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Click here to learn more about Bravura Pass Plus.
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